
Training can be accessed on the iPad
Please follow these steps to open the presentation

1. Select MOST

2. Select NASDA

3. Select Regions, then Upper Midwest Region
 Select IA, MN, or WI on the map

4. Select Presentations

5. Select 2017 ARMS II Soybeans



Agricultural Resource Management Survey –
Production Practices Report

ARMSII PPR –
SOYBEANS



ARMS II Purpose



What is ARMS II?

• Agricultural Resource Management Survey

• ARMS Program has three data collection 
phases to enhance environmental and 
economic statistics and research programs. 
Collaborative effort between NASS & ERS.

• ARMS Goal: provide quality, comprehensive 
data for economic and environmental 
analysis.

• ARMS II Focus: chemical use and 
production practices for target commodities. 



ARMS II Data Collection Information

• NASDA enumerators will collect data on 
nutrient, fertilizer, and pest management 
of more than 9,000 farms in 28 US states 

– about 1,000 farmers in Iowa, 
Minnesota, and Wisconsin. 

• Information collected includes:

• Nutrients or Fertilizer Applications
• Biocontrol or Pesticide Applications
• Pest Management Practices



Sample Selection

• ARMS Phase 1 

Operators are drawn from NASS list frame. 

• ARMS Phase 2

Sample of operators from ARMS I who:

1. Are in business

2. Have farm value of sales ≥ $1000

3. Have presence of the target commodity



Commodities of Interest 

Target Crops 

Iowa Minnesota Wisconsin

Soybeans Soybeans Soybeans

Spring 

Wheat



Why conduct an ARMS II?

Growers have the opportunity to tell how they are using 
chemicals responsibly to maintain a safe and abundant food 
supply.

Provides statistically reliable state-level agricultural fertilizers 
and chemical usage data on field crops. Largest data set 
available.

Data helps answer consumer and other countries questions 
about pesticide or fertilizer use.

Better information helps policy makers make better decisions.  
Many policy makers don’t have a farm background.



Who Uses ARMS II Data?

• Policymakers

• USDA and Congress            

• Commodity groups and farm organizations

• Input providers

• Chemical, fertilizer, seed and equipment 
companies

• Farmers (indirectly)

• Extension staff and crop consultants

• Foreign buyers of commodities

• Media



Examples of ARMS Phase II Topics and Use

• Pest management and glyphosate 
resistance

• Commodity cost and returns estimates



1. Pest Management & Glyphosate Resistance

• Commonly known by the trade name “Round-Up”, 
glyphosate is a popular “broad-spectrum” 
herbicide.

• It’s the most widely used herbicide in the world:
• Effective at controlling many weeds
• Breaks down more quickly in soils than other 

herbicides
• Relatively inexpensive since going off-patent in 2000
• Some crop varieties have been genetically engineered 

to be tolerant of glyphosate, allowing for post-emergent 
spraying



Because of its many benefits, glyphosate is widely 

used in U.S. agriculture. However, widespread use 

has led to growing weed resistance to the chemical.

ERS uses ARMS data to

evaluate the extent of the 

problem, understand the 

practices that encourage 

resistance, and assess the 

economics of managing 

resistance.



Why Use ARMS to Study a Weed Problem, 
and What Makes it an Economic Problem?

• Why ARMS? 
• Large, nationally representative samples of crop 

producers. The survey gathers information on related 
pest management practices, and on production and 
financial outcomes.

• Why is this an economic problem? 
• It’s not only an economic problem, but farmers make 

decisions with economic outcomes—costs and returns--
in mind. And, in pest management, one farmer’s actions 
can affect another farmer’s pest population, costs, and 
returns.



One Finding: Resistance is a More Severe 

Problem In Soybeans than in Corn

...and glyphosate is 

used more widely, 

and more 

exclusively, in 

soybeans.



Application rates (pounds per acre): notice that soybeans 

use more glyphosate than corn, and little of other herbicides

Relying almost solely on glyphosate to control weeds is a sure 

route to accelerating weed resistance to the chemical.



Weed seeds travel among fields, so cooperation 

among farmers matters.

I get positive net returns 

if I act to manage 

resistance, but my 

returns are greater if my 

neighbor also manages.



By Michael Livingston, Jorge Fernandez-Cornejo, 

Jesse Unger, Craig Osteen, David Schimmelpfennig, 

Timothy Park, and Dayton Lambert.

The Economics of Glyphosate Resistance 

Management in Corn and Soybean Production

http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/err-economic-research-report/err184.aspx

We Released a Report in April, 2015

http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/err-economic-research-report/err184.aspx


2. ARMS Phase II Underlies ERS 
Commodity Costs and Returns Estimates

• Net returns are the gross value of production, 
minus production costs, per acre.

• Production costs include operating costs, capital 
recovery, and opportunity costs of labor & land.

• ARMS sets baseline estimates for survey years
• Updated annually for changes in input and commodity 

prices

• Nine field crops from Phase II
• Corn, soybeans, wheat, cotton, rice, sorghum, oats, 

barley, peanuts (dairy, hogs, cow-calf come from Phase 
III versions)



Returns, net of all

costs, and before any

government payments

Where did acreage

expand in 2010-13? 

Where would it come 

from?

How would seed, 

chemical, & equipment

providers use this 

information?
How would policymakers use this information?

These are net returns

per acre; with yield 

data, we also report 

net returns per bushel.
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MYA price= $5.18

85 percent of farms had 

2010 production costs 

below the marketing 

year average (MYA) price

2010 Corn production costs, 

sorted by farm from lowest to highest

Production costs vary widely across farms



Who Uses Cost & Returns Data?

• Farmers and their advisors (extension agents, 
consultants)

• What to plant/produce? How much? What’s the evidence 
on the value of new technologies and practices?

• Policymakers and their staffs/advisors
• What’s the financial performance of farming? What’s 

driving changes in financial performance? How is policy 
affecting each?

• Input providers
• How should we plan production and inventory? How much 

value will farmers see in a new product?

• The public (through the media and their own 
searches)

• Facts on agricultural production, organization, finances



Recap: Why is ARMS Valuable?

• It’s Representative, Comprehensive, Objective

• Links Enterprise, Whole Farm, & Household

• Tracks Commodity Costs and Returns, Whole-Farm 
Income Statement, & Whole-Farm Balance Sheet 

– Links to production outcomes and marketing decisions

– Links to farm-level production decisions and practices



Recap: Users of Phase II Data

• Extension staff and private consultants use 
Phase II data in advising farmers

• Input providers use it to track fundamental 
changes in technology and input use

• To better meet farmers’ changing demands

• However, the primary use is to inform public 
policy...



• Policymakers…

• Some have farm backgrounds; most don’t

• Those that do can’t just rely on background, experience

• They’re all busy, so they rely on others for information

• ARMS provides accurate data on U.S. agriculture

• Better information makes for better decisions

Policy Decisions Will be

Made with or Without ARMS



Questions?



Face Page
&

Screening Information 
Form

Interviewer’s Manual Pages

401 - 403



Face Page and Screening Overview

• Define the operation we are talking about

• Screening Information Form

• Verify target operator is still involved in 

the operation



• Inserted in the  
Questionnaire

• Includes data 
from ARMS 
Phase 1

Screening 

Information 
Form



Example 1 -

UMR FARMS                       00

TIFFANY BYRNE

650 COUNTY ROAD A

ANYTOWN   XX    12345



Example 1 -

UMR FARMS                       00

TIFFANY BYRNE

650 COUNTY ROAD A

ANYTOWN   XX    12345

Faye Propsom

111 Hillside Road

ANYTOWN   XX    12345

Partner



Example 2 -

UMR FARMS                       00

TIFFANY BYRNE

650 COUNTY ROAD A

ANYTOWN   XX    12345



Example 2 -

UMR FARMS                       00

TIFFANY BYRNE

650 COUNTY ROAD A

ANYTOWN   XX    12345

Note on front page: 

Heidi Woodstock took over in 2016.

Fill out a screening supplement too!



SCREENING 

SUPPLEMENT

Fill out if 

you have 

an out of 

business 

situation

*You have some 

in your 

binder/folder



Question 1: No

Question 2: no for Tiffany

Question 3: no for Tiffany

Question 4: Yes – put in 

Heidi’s information

9921=9

Back page of 

questionnaire: 9901=1

Heidi Woodstock
1909 Pleasant Hill Rd
Anytown, XX  12345

9



Questions?



Section A: 
Field Selection

Interviewer’s Manual Pages

5003 - 5011



Section A: Field Selection

• List all fields planted to soybeans for 2017 crop 

year

• Use Random Number Label to select a field

• Ask the questions for the selected field

Overview



Section A: Field Selection



Section A: Field Selection



Section A: Field Selection

210.0

North of Hwy 10
Near woods
Al’s
45 ac
70 ac



Section A: Field Selection

210.0

North of Hwy 10

Near woods
Al’s

45 ac
70 ac



Section A: Field Selection

210.0

North of Hwy 10

Near woods
Al’s

45 ac
70 ac

4

45 acres

45.0



Section A: Field Selection

• What if there is only one field of soybeans?

• What if there are more than 18 fields of 

soybeans?



Questions?



Section C: 
Nutrient or Fertilizer 

Applications

Interviewer’s Manual Pages

5039 - 5062



Purpose:

• Identify nutrients/fertilizers applied to the selected 
field

• Analyze water quality and agricultural productivity 
issues/policies

• Evaluate nutrient management practices

Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers



Resources:

Use operator records

• Increase accuracy

• Reduce interview time

Respondent booklet

• Both you and the respondent should use it

Supplement sheets

• Copy identification information to the supplements

• Assign the next table number (002, 003, etc.) to each 
supplement

Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Ways to report applications:

Percent analysis

• Preferred method because products used can 
be more easily identified

Pounds of actual nutrients

• Only if necessary



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Percent analysis:

The percent by weight of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, 
and sulfur, in that order

Example:

A bag of 14-23-15-7 is 14% Nitrogen (N)

23% Phosphate (P2O5)

15% Potash (K2)

7% Sulfur (S)

N + P + K cannot add up to more than 85%



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Percent analysis example:

The operator applied 150 lbs/ac of Diammonium phosphate 
(18-46-0-0) to 32 acres this spring before planting. It was 
broadcast with incorporation.

18         46         -- -- 150          1           2            2             32.0 



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Percent analysis example:

If a bulk/tank blend is used, record each fertilizer on a separate line; 
do not add them together.

50 lbs of 9-23-0-0 & 200 lbs of 0-0-12-13 ≠ 250 lbs of 9-23-12-13

9         23         -- -- 50           1           2            2             32.0
-- -- 12        13          200          1          2            2             32.0



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Pounds of actual nutrients:

(Also called pounds of active ingredients)

• If a farmer reports “units” of N, P, K, or S this is an 
indication they are reporting actual nutrients

• If a farmer knows he applied, for example, 60 lbs of 
nitrogen, 35 lbs of phosphorus, 45 lbs of potash, and 35 lbs 
of sulfur PER ACRE

Probe to make sure you are recording the numbers correctly



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Pounds of actual nutrients example:

The operator applied 120 units of nitrogen per acre in the 
spring before planting to his 32 acres field. It was broadcast 
with incorporation.

120        -- -- -- -- 19           2            2            32.0 



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Pounds of actual nutrients example:

Do not record 2 different fertilizers in the same line and 

call it actual nutrients because N+P+K>85.

18          46        60          -- -- 19           2            2           32.0 



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

When and how the fertilizer was applied:



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Operator records:

• Can be very helpful

• Come in all shapes and sizes; can be hard to translate to 
our tables/questionnaire

• If operator gives you a copy, send it in with the 
questionnaire

• Fill in as much as you can with the operator, as the 
report may not contain all the information for which we 
are looking

• Verify that the copy contains all the fertilizer applications 
for the field of soybeans



Section C: Nutrients & Fertilizers

Let’s look at an example of an operator’s record



Questions?



Section D:  Bio-control 
or Pesticide Applications

Interviewer’s Manual Pages

5063 - 5084



Purpose

• Collect information to estimate pesticide use

• Evaluate issues related to food safety, water 
quality and biocontrol pesticide cancellation 

• Research the impact of alternative regulations, 
policies, and practices



Applications to Include:

• All applications of 
HERBICIDES/INSECTICIDES/FUNGICIDES to the field 
after the previous crop was harvested

• Custom applied pesticides
• Applications made by plane

• Defoliants or desiccants
• Including preparations for harvest

• Biological or botanical pesticides (neem)

• Partial field treatments

• Burn down of cover crop 



Applications to Exclude:

• Applications to previously harvested crops. 

• Fertilizers including those applied as foliar sprays.

• Adjuvants, surfactants, wetting agents, and crop oils.

• Applications to waste - fence rows, ditch banks, canals 
or ponds.

• Seed treatments



Reminder – Note the Units, Decimals, and Coding.

Some codes are in the questionnaire, others will be in Respondent Booklet.



Tank Mixes

For Tank Mix products, 

these columns must 

consistent for each row. 

They all would have 

been applied at the 

same time to the same 

acres. 



Tank Mix Example

Custom Application by Farm Co Farm Supply Inc. 

• Lumax EZ (liquid herbicide, EPA. 100-1442), 38.25 gal/A 
applied after planting to all 305 Acres, ground broadcast 
without incorporation. 

• Tank Mix of Glyphomax (liquid herbicide, EPA. 62719-
323) 40 gal/A, Clarity (liquid herbicide, EPA. 7969-137) 4 
gal/A, and AMS (liquid, adjuvant, EPA EXEMPT) 25 gallons 
total per application. Applied 3 times to all 305 Acres 
after planting, through foliar spray. 



Lumax EZ L --- 4 38  2 5 12
Glyphomax 40910 L 2 4 40  0  0 12                  
Clarity 40570 L 2 4 4  0  0 12

1 305  0 1                             3
8                               305 0                3                             3
8                               305 0                3                             3

*Notice AMS Adjuvant is not listed in the pesticide table* 



Respondent Booklet



Why the correct product code and/or name 
matters:

Product

Code

Product 

Name

Product

Form

Glyphosphate

Percent

Lambda-

cyhalothrin

Percent

40534
Touchdown 

HiTech
Liquid 52.3 --

40238
Touchdown 

Total
Liquid 44.9 --

11167 Warrior Liquid -- 11.4

11038 Warrior II Liquid --
22.8



If Biocontrol/Pesticide is not found in Respondent Booklet:

EPA REG. 524-445 

6 Herbicide Roundup Original 

524-445

Liquid



Lumax EZ (liquid herbicide, EPA. 100-1442), 38.25 gal/A 
applied after planting to all 305 Acres, ground broadcast 
without incorporation. 

1 Herbicide            100-1442                Liquid



If using a supplement, complete information across 
the top of page 2 with the same information on the 
front of the questionnaire  

Don’t forget to record the use of a supplement on 
the back page!

Completing Supplements

From label From label

Front of questionnaire

Supplement

0 0 2



Reminders:

• Only the selected field

• Follow the skip and enumerator instructions 

• Use appropriate decimal values 

• Note the unit codes of cells

• Record as much as you can about unknown products

• If Operator tells you to collect information from Coop, 
have them sign the questionnaire.

• You will need to let coop know over phone or in person that you 
have the permission of the operator. 



Practice Scenario

• Tony is a farmer with a 320 acre field of soybeans. 
Tony applied a tank mix of Valor and 2,4-D Amine 4 to 
the field prior to planting.  Then, he applied Roundup 
WeatherMax II to all 320 acres after planting to control 
weeds. 

• The mix with Valor and 2,4-D Amine 4, used:

- 2.0 ounces/acre of Valor (D)

- 1.0 pint /acre of 2,4-D Amine 4 

• The Roundup WeatherMax was applied at a rate of 28 
ounces/acre.



Practice Scenario Answers

Valor

Roundup 
Weathermax

40014

40479

D

L

L

1

-

1
1

4

2  0  0 28
14

15

1

41042

2,4-D Amine -4 1 0  0

2 8  0  0



Practice Scenario Answers

1 320 0
1

1
320 0

320 0

1

1

1

1

1

1



Questions?



Section E:  Pest 
Management Practices

Interviewer’s Manual Pages

5086 - 5098



• If no pesticides were used in selected field (Section D 
blank), skip to question 4

• If pesticide applications were recorded in Section D, then 
Questions 1-3 should have a “1” or dash, otherwise they 
should be skipped.

• Deciding when & how to use pesticides on this field

• Scouting practices

• Follow the correct routing on question 4

• If question 7, column 1 = 1, columns 2 & 3 must be 
completed

Section E: Pest Management Practices



• Other practices used to control pests

• Put a Dash (    ) if Answer is NO

• Do not complete, Completion Code on page 7. 

(Office will code)

YES = 1 NO =  

Section E: Pest Management Practices



• Ending Time and Date

• Records Used

• Actual records from company or receipts of any kind

• Fertilizer 

• Pesticide

• Supplements Used

• Extra table rows were needed for the Fertilizer

and/or Pesticide tables

Conclusion



Don’t forget to fill out the Respondent Info and Completion Codes



Questions?


